User Guide: SBCC IA Discussion Board

To access the "SBCC Instructors' Association" Pipeline Group, after logging into Pipeline, click the "Groups" icon at the upper right.

Click the "Groups Index" link,

and you will find us in the "Academic" folder.
Select the “SBCC Instructors’ Association” Link

There are two discussion thread's currently posted: "Ideas" and "Negotiations"
Click on the Topic’s **blue link** to enter either thread. Message boards contain a topic and thread list. A threaded discussion is a running commentary of messages between members of a discussion group. A thread is a collection of comments on a topic listed in order from most recent to first entered.

You can reply to any comment in a thread or enter a new thread topic and start another discussion. As discussions can quickly grow to hold many messages, it is best to visit frequently if the topic interests you. “Losing the thread” has relevance here.

When you click on a message board topic, you are presented with the **Thread List**. Select the thread discussion you want to enter.

To expand a thread to view all replies at once, click the "**plus**" sign above the thread (titled "Show All Replies").
The message you select comes up in a new window.

The group browser does not have a navigation bar at the top. To return to the Group homepage, you can use the "Your Location" path at the top of the page to return to the Group Homepage at any time.

If you want to respond to an entry, a link is provided below it: “Reply to this Thread.”

When you click on the link, this window pops up. Compose your response in the text box and click on “Post Reply” to enter it into the discussion.

We look forward to your participation.